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TV
Friends Quiz 11

1. What is the name of the woman that leans out of the work of art that Phoebe gives to Monica?

2. What is Ross and Monica's father called?

3. Which character finds a thumb floating in a can of soda in Season 1?

4. In which item of clothing does Ross get stuck whilst on a date?

5. What does Ross give to Ugly Naked Guy to try and bribe him into letting him rent his apartment?

6. Which of Rachel's colleagues at Bloomingdales does Ross become jealous of?

7. What was Phoebe in charge of at Rachel's surprise party?

8. What does Rachel do to her potential boss during her job interview at Ralph Lauren?

9. When Chandler discovers that Joey has lent money to Monica, what does Joey say it is for?

10. Which country does Joey think is make believe place where Tinkerbell and Peter Pan come from?

11. Which animal causes Phoebe to drop the bowl full of lottery tickets?

12. Who was the only one of the main gang not to make it to Ross and Emily's wedding in London?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Gladys
2. Jack Geller
3. Pheobe
4. Leather Trousers
5. A basket of mini muffins
6. Mark

7. Cups and ice
8. Kisses him
9. A boob job
10. The Netherlands
11. Pigeon
12. Phoebe

Sphinx Phoenix 
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